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ARES Design Coupe for the Bentley Mulsanne 

Throughout the 20th century Bentley was one of the most popular marques for coachbuilders so it’s 
perhaps fitting that ARES Design chose Bentley’s four-door Mulsanne as the basis for this spectacular 
recreation of a Bentley Coupe. Using cutting-edge 21st century techniques ARES has created an 
exquisite Bentley Coupe for the modern era.

The ARES Coupe will be built in extremely limited numbers for customers who appreciate Bentley style 
but would like a bespoke handcrafted creation. Carrying out such a comprehensive reimagining of the 
classic Bentley is a formidable task but by creatively fusing modern and traditional methods ARES has 
built a stunning and exclusive vehicle.

Before the physical work began ARES carried out a full three-dimensional scan of the four-door 
Mulsanne and once this data had been processed it provided the basis for ARES to complete the 
necessary CAD work on the car. Extensive computer modelling resulted in a new look for the Coupe  
with a significantly more graceful roof line and re-profiled C-pillars seamlessly integrating into its rear 
wing structure.
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To facilitate the new silhouette the entire roof was removed just aft of the top of the A-pillar and new 
aluminium sections were extruded to match the profile of the CAD design. The angle of the rear screen 
has been adjusted and a new section of the rear deck between the base of the screen and the original 
boot lid was constructed, again from aluminium.

If this work wasn’t challenging enough ARES then set about moving the B-pillar further back to facilitate 
the fitment of longer front doors to allow entry and egress to the rear seats. With the B-pillars in their 
new location ARES was able to fabricate and install new side impact protection for the front doors and 
to the rear quarter panels where the rear doors would have previously been. This might be an extensive 
conversion but retaining the crash protection structures of the original vehicle was a vital part of the 
project. As a result of this attention to detail the whole conversion of the ARES Design Coupe for the 
Bentley Mulsanne carries full TüV* approval.

New rear quarter panels were fabricated from aluminium while the extended doors and the entire central 
roof panel were constructed from the finest grade carbon fibre. Fresh chrome surrounds were required 
for the re-profiled rear windows and roof line while bespoke glass units were commissioned for the front 
doors and the rear side windows. Once the structural work was completed the entire car was treated to  
a full respray prior to reassembly of all the exterior trim and glass components.

Given the extensive exterior changes there was plenty of work to be done on the interior of the Coupe. 
ARES’s in house leather specialists were able to lovingly recreate many sections of trim, re-profiling 
and modifying the original rear door trim panels to suit the new coupe bodystyle as well as perfectly 
matching new leather panels to the original Bentley interior. The original front seats have been replaced 
by bespoke luxury units suitable for the new coupe bodystyle.

Such an impressive and desirable coupe should have the performance to match the svelte looks and 
this has been achieved in two ways. Firstly, the ARES Design Coupe for the Bentley Mulsanne weighs 
450kg less than the original Mulsanne thanks to the use of lightweight carbon fibre and aluminium in its 
construction. Secondly, thanks to extensive reworking of the ECU ARES’s technical staff have extracted 
more power from the venerable 6.75-litre twin-turbo V8 which now develops over 700PS and 1100Nm  
of torque, resulting in an unrivalled driving experience for this type of luxury vehicle.

With its Coupe ARES has utilised the time-honoured principles of coachbuilding to finely hone Bentley’s 
Mulsanne into a unique and desirable coupe that offers the exceptional craftsmanship that buyers desire. 
The ARES Design Coupe for the Bentley Mulsanne is truly the finest example of 21st century bespoke 
manufacturing.

*the world’s leading independent product testing and certification organisation
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ARES Design Coupe for the Bentley Mulsanne from €715,000 
On-sale: January 2018

Prices are indicative only due to the nature of coach-building and the creation of bespoke automotive projects.

ARES DESIGN PRESS OFFICE
Liz Brooks, Head of PR   I   ARES Modena
Email: liz.brooks@aresdesign.com   I   Phone: +44 7887 846 177



ARES Design Coupe for the Bentley Mulsanne 
Car description

Base car model year: 2017

Engine type: Twin turbocharged V8

Displacement [cc]: 6752

Power [Hp]: 600

Torque [Nm]: 1200

Transmission: 8 speed automatic 
transmission 

Suspension: Air springs with 
continuous damping control.  
Four selectable driver settings

Brake: Bentley branded front brake 
callipers 

Wheels: ARES 22 inch

Tyres: 265/35/r22

Maximum speed [Km/h]: 

Price [Euro]: From €715,000

Production: 12 weeks

Body: 
•  Conversion of the bodywork: from the Mulsanne 4-door sedan we have 

created a 2-door coupé
• 22 inch alloy rims made to ARES Design specifications

Interior: 
• The reclining front seats have been fitted
• The original leather of the car has been retained and re-modelled

Infotainment: 
•   Front screen infotainment system with 8” high resolution screen
• Satellite radio
•  Mulsanne audio system with 14 speakers, two subwoofers, powered 

through 6 channels with digital sound processing

Extra comments:
•  The unique design of this coupè now fits harmoniously into the overall 

shape of the former 5-door Mulsanne

Engine upgrade:
• Electronic control unit upgrade


